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kryptik is a ransomware kit that was first discovered in march. this ransomware variant comes in three forms: kryptik.a, kryptik.b and
kryptik.c. kryptik.a encrypts files with aes-256 and then adds the extension. the extension can be. kryptik,.encrypted and [email

protected]. it also encrypts the file name and adds file name information using md5.b encrypts the same files with aes-256 and adds the
extension.c encrypts the same files with aes-256 and adds the extension. dracula is a ransomware kit that was first seen on march 31st,

2017. encrypted files are renamed to.xdr. files are encrypted using a custom version of cryptolocker. it does not use the standard
cryptolocker aes-256 encryption algorithm, but rather a custom algorithm that is a variant of the mcrypt algorithm, which in turn is a

variant of the blowfish algorithm. the encryption key is hardcoded in the code. due to this, it is impossible to decrypt a file using a brute
force attack. the encrypted files also include the string we are debugging your files. modcrypt is a ransomware kit that was first seen on

june 26th, 2017. it encrypts files and stores the encryption key in the registry. it will only encrypt files that were written after the first
modification of the windows registry. the ransom note is stored in the malware's main executable and includes the point of contact [email

protected]. the krasnoyarsk ransomware was first seen on august 30th, 2017. it encrypts files using the aes-256 encryption algorithm.
due to a bug in the malware's code, the malware will truncate up to the last 7 bytes from files it encrypts. it is, unfortunately, impossible

for the decrypter to reconstruct these bytes.
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i've had something of a 'breakthrough' with my code, and been able to decrypt a range of files that have been encrypted as far back as
90 days ago. this is the first version of this tool that will work on any files at all, even files that were encrypted before january of this year.
i have had some customers start the process of decrypting files that were encrypted back in 2016. it may take a long time depending on
the size of the encrypted file, and the amount of storage space you have available, however, it will work. i've just finished the last round
of testing on the new version, which is ready for download. please be aware that there will be a small amount of time between you using
the tool and me being able to decrypt the files on your machine. once you have downloaded the tool, you will need to extract the file to a
folder of your choice, and then run the program by right-clicking on the exe and select 'run as administrator'. once the tool is running, it

should start the decryption process. this is the first public release of this tool. it will not work on files encrypted on the same machine
within the last 7 days, or on any files that were encrypted on other systems within the last 90 days. it will also not work on files encrypted
on the same system within the last 24 hours. please test it yourself and let me know what you think. if there are any problems, or if you

find something that doesn't work, please let me know. i finally got round to releasing the latest version of my tool to decrypt files. this will
not decrypt files that were encrypted on the same system within the last 7 days or on other systems within the last 90 days. 5ec8ef588b
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